Empowerkit Enrollment Workflow

**Current Enrollment**
Empowerkit can be offered as an optional part of your sign-up package.

**Success Page**
By adding a little snippet of code, you can integrate the Empowerkit Website Offer into your sign-up flow.

**Hosted Sign-up Page**
When your new partners decide they want a website, they are directed to an Empowerkit signup page, where they can fill our form out.

**7 Day Trial**
By signing up, you partners get a full-access, 7-day trial, where they can test all the features in our easy to use state-of-the-art editor.

**Pick a Package**
After the trial, your partners can select one of our different packages, depending on their needs.

**Finally**
Finally, your partners have their new website set up and can start enjoying the quality results that Empowerkit provides.